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GEOMETRIC AND ERGODIC PROPERTIES OF THE STABLE FOLIATION

Ursula HAMENSTÀDT
In 1983 appeared an article of Lucy Garnett in the Journal of Functional Analysis ( [G] ) in which she studies ergodic properties of a foliation T on a compact manifold N. Principal assumption is that for every x e N the leaf T(x) oîT through x is a smoothly immersed submanifold of N depending continuously on x G N in theC°°-topology. (In her paper she only considers smooth foliations, but her arguments immediately carry over to foliations T satisfying the assumptions just mentioned, see [Y] ).
Any smooth Riemannian metric g onN restricts to a leafwise smooth Riemannian metric g? on the tangent bundle TT of T. With respect to this metric the leaves of T are smooth Riemannian manifolds of bounded geometry. In particular each leaf cames a natural Laplacean, and these Laplaceans group together to define a global second order differential operator A^ on N with continuous coefficients which is leafwise elliptic.
For every x G N the Laplacean of gr on the leaf T{x) of^7 through x induces a Brownian motion on ^(z), describedby theheat kernel p(z,y,£)(y G T(x),t > 0) and the Lebesgue measure À ? on T(x) induced by g?. For each t > 0 we now obtain a Borel-probability measure u* on N whose support equals the closure T(x) ofj r (x) in N by defining motion on T(x) with starting point x then the measure P on the space of paths fi in N which is defined by P(A) = ƒ P X (A) du{x) is invariant under the one-parameter group {T 1 | t > 0} of shift transformations T"£(s) = £(s + t) (see [G] and the survey [Y] ).
The stationary measure w is also called a harmonie measure for the operator A j? since it is characterized by the property that ƒ Ar( ƒ ) du = 0 for every smooth function f on N. It disintegrates locally into a transversal sum of leaf measures, where almost every leaf measure is a positive harmonie function times the Riemannian leaf measure ( [G] ).
In contrast to the case of the trivial foliation (dim T = dim N) a harmonie measure for A^r needs not be unique. If T has two distinct compact leaves T{x{), T{x-i) then the normalized Lebesgue measures on these leaves are harmonie measures for A T which are mutually singular.
However there are nontrivial foliations for which a harmonie measure is unique. Once again, the first example of such a foliation was described by Gamett ( [G] ).
Namely let M be a compact Riemannian manifold of négative sectional curvature. The geodesie flow <&* is a smooth dynamical system on the unit tangent bundle T 1 M of M generated by the geodesie spray X.
There are four ^-invariant Hölder continuous foliations on T l M with smooth leaves which depend continuously in the C°° -topology on the points in T 1 M ([S] ). These foliations can be described as follows: Let d be a distance on T l M defined by a smooth Riemannian metric. Then for v G T l M the leaf W ss (v) through v of the strong stable foliationW ss istheset{w e T l M \ dfâv.&w) -¥ 0 (t -> oo)}. Its tangent bundle TW SS is a Hölder continuous subbundle of TT l M. The tangent bundle TW S of the stable foliation W s is TW S = RX © TW ss , and the strong unstablefoliation W su (resp. the unstable foliation W u ) is the image of W ss (resp. W s ) under iheflip v -> -v of T X M.
The canonical projection P:T l M -> M maps each leaf of W s locally diffeomorphically onto M. Thus the Riemannian metric on M lifts to a Riemannian metric g s on TW S which gives rise to a stableLaplacean A 5 along the leaves of W s whose coefficients as a global operator on T 1 M are Hölder continuous.
Gamett showed ( [G] ) that if M is a surface of constant curvature, then A s admits a unique harmonie measure. However her arguments are also valid for an arbitrary compact negatively curved manifold M, a fact which was explicitly pointed out by Yue ([Y] ). Ledrappier gave independently a proof using the same arguments ([L2]).
The above considérations indicate that the structure of the convex compact space of harmonie measures for a leafwise Laplacean A ? reflects ergodic properties of the foliation T t but it might not depend in a sensitive way on the Riemannian metric on N used to define the operator A^-. Some additional évidence for this was given by Kaimanovich ([K]). To formulate his resuit, recall that a completely invariant^ transverse measure for a foliation T is a measure defined on transversals T for T and such that the In the terminology of Knieper ([Kn]) the harmonie measure for A ss is just the horospherical measure v given with respect to a local product structure by dv = d\ s x dfi su where // 5U is a family of conditional measures on strong unstable manifolds for the Bowen-Margulis measure and X s is the family of Lebesgue measures on stable manifolds induced by the Riemannian metric g s . Moreover, if we change the metric on the leaves of W ss to obtain a new leafwise Laplacean Â, then Â admits again a unique harmonie measure which is self-adjoint and contained in the measure class of v.
To summarize the above considérations, we see that a leafwise Laplacean on a foliation T on N of subexponential growth with the additional property that every leaf of T is dense in N induces a leafwise diffusion process whose ergodic properties are easy to describe and from which we can not hope to extract geometrie properties ofTovN. 
For every v G T l M the restriction to W $ (v) of the canonical projection P: T 1 M -> M is a diffeomorphism. Thus for every fixed x G M and every C G dM the gradient of the logarithm of the function y -> K(x, y, Q lifts to a vector field on n~l (Ç) not depending on the base-point x. These vector fields group together to a Hölder continuous leafwise smooth section Y of TW S over T 1 M^which is equivariant under the action of the fundamental group K\ (M) of M on T l M and hence projecte to a Hölder continuous leafwise smooth section Y of TW S overT l M.
Let M be the convex compact space of $*-invariant Borel-probability measures on T l M equipped with the weakMopology. For 77 G M dénote by h^ the entropy of 77 (see [W] ). The pressure of a Hölder continuous function ƒ on T l M is defined by pr(f) = sup{h v -ƒ ƒ dr} \ 77 G A4}. There is a unique measure uj G A1,theso called Gibbs equilibrium state of ƒ, such that /i^ = ƒ ƒ rf^/ = pr(f) (see [W] ). The measure v$ admits a family vj u of conditional measures on strong unstable manifolds which transform under the geodesie flow via ^$* ot/ su | t =o= f + P r U)-
Let again X be the geodesie spray and let Y be the section of TW S over T l M as above. Then the pressure of the function g s (X, Y) is zero ([LI]) and the unique harmonie measure u for A s isoftheformdu; = d\ s x di/ su vjherev su is a family of conditional measures of the Gibbs equilibrium state induced byg s (X, Y).
For dist(c(0), c(t) {W s (w),g s ) is a function whose gradient isjust the négative -X of the geodesie spray X. W s (w) c T l M is -X) . We call such a diffusion a diffusion of positive escape and say also in short that A 5 is of positive escape with respect to its (unique) harmonie measure u;. (notations as above) , and the diffusion induced by A s + 2 Y can again be studied using ergodic theory on the compact space T l M. Now a typical path of A s + 2Y follows a flow line of the geodesie flow with positive speed in the positive direction. We say that this diffusion is of négative escape and call A s + 2Y of négative escape. Observe here that this qualitative behaviour may depend on the choice of a harmonie measure for A s + 2Y. One particular harmonie measure for A s + 2Y is just u>, the harmonie measure for A s . In fact we have ([Hl] ):
v G T 1 M dénote now by P v the Wiener measure on path^on W s (v) induced by A s \w°(v) with starting point 1;. Let v G T 1 M be a lift of v to T l M and let P x be the Wiener measure on paths on M induced by Brownian motion on M with starting point x = Pu. If A is a family of paths on W s (v) starting at v, then A lifts to a unique family Aofpathsonïy s (u) starting atïï, and we have P x {Pc \ c G A} = P V (A).
By a resuit of Prat ([P]), for P^-almost every path c in M the limit lim^oo c(t) exists in
For v eT l M dénote by trU(v) the trace of the second fundamental form of the horosphere PW ss (v) at Pv t normalized to be positive. Then for every x G M,w G TlM and P^-almost every path c in M the limit lim^oo \®w{c{t)) exists and equals / = J(trlï) du (see [K], [Ll]). This means that the asymptotic escape rate for a typical path c does not depend on c, moreover Brownian motion does not have a preferred escape direction. For the diffusion on T 1 M induced by A s this shows that a typical paths follows (roughly) an orbit of the geodesie flow with positive speed, but in the négative direction (recall that the gradient of & w on
Let now ƒ be a minimal positive harmonie function on M with pôle at C 6 dM. The diffusion induced by the operator A + 2V log ƒ on M is a conditional Brownian motion, and a typical path c satisfies lim*.^ c(t) = Ç in Mu dM.
The collection of ail those diffusions given by ail possible positive minimal harmonie functions can be described by the diffusion induced by A s + 2Y on T l M. The operator A S +2Y projects to the operator A S +2Y on T l M
LEMMA. -Thereversal of time of the diffusion induced byA $ on (T 1 M,UJ) is the diffusion induced byA s + 2Y on (T l M,u) .
The above considérations are valid in a larger context. Let now g be any smooth Riemannian metric on T 1 M and dénote by A the leafwise Laplacean along the stable foliation induced by g. Recall that g induces an isomorphism of TW S with its dual T*W S . Let Z be Hölder continuous section of TW S which is differentiable along the leaves of W s and such that its restriction to every leaf of W s is dual with respect to g to a closed one-form along the leaf. Write L = A + Z and call L weaklycoerciveifûiere is v e T l M such that the restriction of L to W s (v) ~ M is weakly coercive in the sense of Ancona. Observe that A s + 2Y is an operator of this type which is weakly coercive.
Call an operator L of this form of positive escape resp. négative escape if a typical path with respect to every harmonie measure for L follows (roughly) an orbit of the geodesie flow with positive speed in the négative direction (resp. the positive direction). As we have seen, A s is of positive escape, and the fact that A s + 2 Y is of négative escape is contained in the following theorem ([Hl]): THEOREM 3.
1) Ifpr {g{X, Z)) > 0 then L = A + Z admits a unique harmonie measure v. Moreover L is weakly coercive, of positive escape, and the Kaimanovich entropy h,K of the diffusion induced byL on (T l M, v) is positive.
2) Ifpr (g(X,Z)) = 0 then L admits a unique self-adjoint harmonie measure u.
Moreover L is not weakly coercive, of zero escape, and the Kaimanovich entropy of the diffusion induced byL on (T l M, v) vanishes. 3) Ifpr (g(X, Z)) < 0 then L is weakly coercive, of négative escape with respect to every harmonie measure v t and the Kaimanivich entropy vanishes.
In the case pr (g{X, Z) ) < 0 a harmonie measure for L needs not be unique; we'll describe an example for this in Theorem 5 below. Let p(x, y, t) be the heat kernel of A and let ƒ be a positive solution of the équation A e =0. Thenthefundamentalsolutionoftheparabolicéquation Jj-A-2Vlog/=0  equals the function (ar, y,*) 6MxMx(0,oo) ->  e {S°~e)t p(x ) y,t)f(y)/f(x) .
Operators of the above type are suitable to study eigenfunctions of the Laplacean
In other words, we may study the operator A + 2 V log ƒ without zero order term to find properties of A e . (e G (0,<5 0 
Recall the définition of the section | e of TW S over T 1 M
